DENCHCOIN
My business partners and I since 2018 we have been working to create a optional and
optimal way, which will substitute all the present payment systems. The work
continuous since this day, in order to demonstrate our will and show our optimal
product, which would be placed side by side on global standards.
In fact our corporation employees, took the ERC20, since today our employees working
to place our standards even higher levels in the crypto currency much safer level, and
for that matter our employees never hesitate to achieve our corporation make even
more productive.
The grand opening of our website took place on the year of 2020, Feb 28.
We are a professional company and our employees will provide the best customer
service. We partnered with the top brands and companies to provide our best service
and crypto currency approach to give the customers to purchase their manufactured
products and goods.
With Denchcoin crypto currency soon we will satisfy and serve new and interesting
products, which will make our customers life much convenient.
Those customers who will use greater amount of our Denchcoin crypto currency will
have plenty of benefits, like cashback choice and much more promotions. Promotions
will include on constant matter and benefit our customers to have much better and
comfortable life.

REGISTERY PROCESS
To sign up in our Denchcoin website, is safe and secure and very simply easy process:
All you have to do is go into the dench.io site and sign up, just follow the steps and it will
guide you step by step. After that you will receive an email, which will include your
confirmation and the login information, and automatically you will become in Denchcoin
crypto family. You can make crypto purchases in our website and also purchase other
crypto currencies like
•
•

Bitcoin
Etherium

We provide many benefits which includes flexible prices, and u can use the crypto
currency to buy food in supermarkets, clothing from department stores, to pay in the
restaurants or cafes, gyms, spa complexes and much more.
Also you will have an opportunity to win a travel ticket to visit most luxurious and
charming places in the world.

